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French Romance Of The Later
To celebrate the release of Two of Us on 16th July we talk to a couple about their story, their relationship and their experiences of coming out later in life.

The joy and challenges of coming out later in life
The Palais des Festivals, the central hub of the Cannes Film Festival, a massive bulwark of filmmaker-named halls and pristine movie screens, is about as close as you can get ...

A Cannes (sans kisses) to reawaken our romance with movies
You know who does a really great Céline Dion? Kathy Griffin. Typically withering in her impressions, the comedian clearly has a soft spot for the vocal superstar. She gets the singer’s ...

‘Aline’ Review: Valérie Lemercier’s Sappy Céline Dion Cover Lacks the Range of the Artist It Celebrates
Bella Hadid is happier than ever after debuting her romance on social media with art director Marc Kalman. Bella Hadid is “thrilled” after going Instagram official with Marc Kalman. The 24-year-old ...

Bella Hadid: Why She’s ‘Thrilled’ After Going Instagram Official With Marc Kalman Romance
Our crime columnist raves about Samira Sedira’s “People Like Them,” as well as Willa C. Richards’s debut, “The Comfort of Monsters.” ...

Murder in a French Mountain Village
‘Where are we going this morning?” my wife excitedly asked as we pulled away from a historic 1827 bed and breakfast in the sleepy little town of St. Martinville, Louisiana. It was the last day ...

Barry Fugatt: Evangeline Oak has romantic history
July's birthstone and fire-y gem never ceases to hypnotize and create a sensual or glamorous allure in antique, vintage and modern jewelry.

July’s Birthstone: Romantic Rubies In Antique/Vintage And Modern Jewelry
French filmmaker François Ozon is so prolific that his movies aren’t always easy to categorize. A woman-centric murder-mystery musical here, a post–World War I romance set in Germany there ...

A Teenager in Normandy Feels the Heat of First Love in Summer of 85
Travel blogger Lauren Bullen has debuted her new French beau during their romantic getaway in Paris ... will be turning into a rental sometime later this year. We will still keep the house ...

Glamorous travel blogger Lauren Bullen who announced shock split from her boyfriend of five years in March debuts her new French beau as they enjoy a romantic Paris getaway ...
Specifically, that Francois Ozon, a French filmmaker ... and plays written for the teenaged pupils he had taught. Two years later, he left the monastery with a profound understanding of ...

How a former Anglican monk’s story inspired a gay French-Jewish romance
The Master of Arts degree is offered in French, Italian, and Hispanic Studies. The degree is meant to prepare students to enter doctoral programs, to teach one of the Romance languages, or to take up ...

Romance Languages and Literatures
Zebra, Nov. 30 ($15.95 trade paper, ISBN 978-1-4201-5338-5) A romance author with magical ... For the Love of April French Penny Aimes. Carina Adores, Aug. 31 ($14.99 trade paper, ISBN ...

Fall 2021 Announcements: Romance & Erotica
Romance Studies is truly interdisciplinary ... I would fall in love with my classes and the department as a whole. Three years later, I've officially declared my French and Francophone Studies major ...

Bachelor of Arts in French and Francophone Studies
It was April 2019 and Melinda French Gates was touring to promote her book, The Moment of Lift: How Empowering Women Changes the World, when she opened a window into her marriage to Microsoft ...

The political awakening of Melinda French Gates
They later rekindled their romance in August 2020, before calling it quits once more in June 2021. Rashad McCants Derrick Ward Lamar Odom Matt Kemp French Montana Rick Fox James Harden Odell ...

Khloe Kardashian’s Dating History: Every Rapper and Athlete She’s Romanced
an English journalist who lived locally and told people he had killed Sophie (‘black humour,’ he later claimed), was arrested, questioned and released. However, in his absence, French judges ...

From Lily James in a wartime romance to a new crime documentary: The best on demand TV this week
“We had always wanted a day that exuded elegance and romance, but with a modern design edge.” Charlotte drew on her French and Mauritian ... she adds. He later proposed on a trip to Mauritius ...

A Classic, Romantic Wedding at Hedsor House in Buckinghamshire, England
What if I want to take an incomplete in my current French language class and finish it later? A final course grade of I (Incomplete ... The French Section (of the Department of Romance Languages and ...

FAQ and Useful Links
Medvedev hopes for Paris romance -- For ... was born just over a year later in June 1999. Small country, big dreams -- With a population of just over two million, French Open quarter-finalist ...

French Open at a glance - day 8
The wife of Napoleon III, many of her jewels were sold in a historic auction which included much of the French Crown Jewels ... together the jewels with their romance. The clasp on the necklace ...

This book will be of interest not only to students and scholars of medieval French literature but also to students and specialists of other medieval European languages, as well as to medieval historians, and those working in gender studies."--BOOK JACKET.
Whilst French romances of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries have long enjoyed a privileged place in the literary history of France, romances from the later middle ages have been largely neglected by modern scholars, despite their central role in the chivalric culture of the day. In particular, although this genre has been seen as providing a forum within which ideas about masculine and feminine roles were debated and prescribed, little work has
been done on the gender ideology of texts from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This study seeks to fill this gap in the scholarship by analysing how the views of gender found in earlier romances were reassessed and reshaped in the texts produced in the moralising intellectual environment of the later medieval period. In order to explore these topics, this book discusses fifteen historico-realist prose romances written in the century from 1390,
many of which were commissioned at the court of Burgundy. It addresses key issues in recent studies of gender in medieval culture including the construction of chivalric masculinity, the representation of adolescent desire, and the social and sexual roles of husbands and wives. In addition to offering close readings of these texts, it shows how the romances of the period were informed by ideas about gender which circulated in contemporary works such
as manuals of chivalry, moral treatises, and marriage sermons. It thus aims not only to provide the first in-depth study of this little-known area of French literary history, but also to question the critical consensus on the role of gender in medieval romance that has arisen from an exclusive focus on earlier works in the genre.
Douglas Kelly provides a comprehensive and historically valid analysis of the art of medieval French romance as the romancers themselves describe it. He focuses on well-known writers, such as Chrétien de Troyes and Marie de France, and also draws on a wide range of other sources—prose romances, non-Arthurian romances, thirteenth-century verse romances, and variant versions from the later Middle Ages. Kelly is the first scholar to present the “art” of
medieval romance to a modern audience through the interventions and comments of medieval writers themselves. The book begins by examining the difficulties scholars perceive in medieval literature: problems such as source and intertextuality, structure in its manifold modern meanings, and character psychology and individuality. These issues frame Kelly’s identification and discussion of all the known authorial interventions on the art and craft of
romance. Kelly’s careful reconstruction of the “art” of romance, based on the records left by the romancers themselves, will be an invaluable resource and guide for all medievalists.
Romance was one of the major genres of the European Middle Ages. Emerging in the twelfth-century from both oral and written traditions, medieval romance evolved in verse and prose until by the sixteenth century the recognizable form of the classic novel was starting to appear. In Medieval French Romance, Douglas Kelly provides a clear and comprehensive survey of the many branches and subgenres of romance. He traces the evolution and adaptation of
lays, chronicles, epic, chansons de geste, allegory, and other prose and verse forms, describes the elements that characterized each of these genres, and explains their relationship to and influence on romance. Chretien de Troyes, the most celebrated of the romance writers, asserted in the second half of the twelfth century that a true romance was distinguished from mere storytelling by la molt bele conjointure - the beautiful combination of elements,
which made a story meaningful and entertaining for its audience. Certain stories and heroes were favorite themes in medieval romance, such as the Arthurian cycle, including Lancelot, Perceval, and the other knights of the Round Table; the Grail quest; Tristan and IseuDouglas Kelly also introduces the reader to the literary and cultural context in which romances were commissioned, written, and read. He shows how the writing was influenced by both the
intended audience and the patron or patroness - for there were many noble ladies who patronized and commissioned romance writers. He explains why, for serious subjects, prose was considered more "truthful" than verse. In a section that will be particularly useful to serious students of medieval literature yet also fascinating to the general reader, Professor Kelly explores such romance topics as the transmission and adaptation of texts, philology and
editing of manuscripts, style, prosody, genres, and social and moral ideals. A unique and extremely valuable feature of the book is the detailed chronology for each of the texts, including variant versions, adaptations, and interpolations. The book also includes a glossary of special terms and an extensive bibliography of primary and secondary sources. For students, scholars, and the general reader alike, Medieval French Romance is an indispensable
guide to understanding medieval romance as la molt bele conjointure.

The adaptation of French texts into medieval Swedish reveals the progress of a Europe-wide literary culture.
This bilingual edition, based on a reexamination of the Old French manuscript, makes Silence available to specialists and students in various fields of literature, to those in women's studies and, most important, to everyone who loves a first-rate story.
In this study of vernacular French narrative from the twelfth century through the later Middle Ages, first published in 2000, Donald Maddox considers the construction of identity in a wide range of fictions. He focuses on crucial encounters, widespread in medieval literature, in which characters are informed about fundamental aspects of their own circumstances and selfhood. These always arresting and highly significant moments of 'specular' encounter
are examined in numerous Old and Middle French romances, hagiographic texts, epics and brief narratives. Maddox discloses the key role of identity in an original reading of the Lais of Marie de France as a unified collection, as well as in Arthurian literature, fictions of the courtly tryst, genealogies and medieval family romance. The study offers many new perspectives on the poetic and cultural implications of identity as an imaginary construct
during the long formative period of French literature.

Many English-speaking readers of the Roman de la rose, the famous dream allegory of the thirteenth century, have come to rely on Charles Dahlberg's elegant and precise translation of the Old French text. His line-by-line rendering in contemporary English is available again, this time in a third edition with an updated critical apparatus. Readers at all levels can continue to deepen their understanding of this rich tale about the Lover and his
quest--against the admonishments of Reason and the obstacles set by Jealousy and Resistance--to pluck the fair Rose in the Enchanted Garden. The original introduction by Dahlberg remains an excellent overview of the work, covering such topics as the iconographic significance of the imagery and the use of irony in developing the central theme of love. His new preface reviews selected scholarship through 1990, which examines, for example, the sources
and influences of the work, the two authors, the nature of the allegorical narrative as a genre, the use of first person, and the poem's early reception. The new bibliographic material incorporates that of the earlier editions. The sixty-four miniature illustrations from thirteenth-and fifteenth-century manuscripts are retained, as are the notes keyed to the Langlois edition, on which the translation is based.
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